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About This Game

Y'all ready for this?
Hoops VR is specially designed for the HTC Vive so you can live out the ultimate basketball free-throw challenge. Use the

motion controls and shoot hoops as naturally as you would out on the court in a real basketball game. Compete online for the top
of the global leaderboards as well as locally against your friends. There are a handful of different modes covering a range of

difficulties making Hoops VR fun whether you're a noob or total baller!

Features:

 Dynamic pop-up basketball hoops change location and keep the pace action-packed.

 Normal mode based on actual real-world dimensions of standard basketball and hoop.

 Easy mode with wider and closer basketball hoops keeps the game accessible for all.

 Bonus Paper-Airplane Mode!

 Bonus Garbage Mode!

 Fun graphics and beautiful sounds.
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 Online and local Leaderboards to conquer.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Bump into things repeatedly until you randomly come across the exit. Thats it. I have nothing else to add to this review. Calling
this a 'game' is being generous at best as there are no puzzles, no danger, no plot. Just bump into things until you find the door.

Ignore this thing.. Overall, an interesting puzzle RPG. The story is interesting and the puzzles are clever. Definitly worth a shot!.
A spectre is haunting Europe — the spectre of communism. All the powers of old Europe have entered into a holy alliance to
exorcise this spectre: Pope and Tsar, Metternich and Guizot, French Radicals and German police-spies.

Where is the party in opposition that has not been decried as communistic by its opponents in power? Where is the opposition
that has not hurled back the branding reproach of communism, against the more advanced opposition parties, as well as against
its reactionary adversaries?

Two things result from this fact:

I. Communism is already acknowledged by all European powers to be itself a power.

II. It is high time that Communists should openly, in the face of the whole world, publish their views, their aims, their
tendencies, and meet this nursery tale of the Spectre of Communism with a manifesto of the party itself.

To this end, Communists of various nationalities have assembled in London and sketched the following manifesto, to be
published in the English, French, German, Italian, Flemish and Danish languages.. Excellent idle game - fantastic graphics and
music. A solid UI and good progress rate. Good loot system where you get some special benefit from scrapped loot (simple kill
X unwanted loots for special bonus such as new stat point).

A little bit light on mechanics. Simple skill tree and not much exciting from resets. Considering how much is invested in the
graphics I'm surprised there isn't some extra such as new skills to unlock, new characters, or crafting etc. to give people more
depth.

Great value for money though, and very enjoyable. I would like to suggest the developers work on some additional mechanics
and slowly increase the price of the game as more depth is added.. RECOMMENDATION: YESSSSSS!!!!

This game is an experience you need to experience yourself, there are no words then the deed you need to do! Buy the game,
play it, experience it and you will see my point.

You will have a smile on your face from beginning till the end!
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thanks valve your the best :)). In my opinion, this is quite a sluggish and uninspired game, not worth the time.. Aside from the
nice graphics, and okay music there is one thing very impressive I took away from this game. It makes you reflect on what else
you could have spent that $2 on, and really makes you appreciate the value of a dollar.. This is an awsome game , in its day , if
your looking for a single player game for a punt on then go for this..but be warned the multiplayer aspect no longer wxists, no
players or servers.( Gameplay is a strong 8/10. ===[ \u2764 Audience: ]===
\u2610 Kids
\u2611 Everyone
\u2611 Casual players
\u2611 Pro players

===[ \u263c Graphics: ]===
\u2610 Potato
\u2610 Really bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 OK
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2611 Masterpiece

===[ $ Price\/quality: ]===
\u2611 Full price
\u2610 Wait for sale
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Don't do it
\u2610 Free

===[ \u2622 Requirments: ]===
\u2610 90' PC
\u2610Minimum
\u2610 Medium
\u2610 Fast
\u2610 High end
\u2611 NASA computer

===[ \u263c Difficulty: ]===
\u2610 You just need 2 arms
\u2610 Ez
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard (first few hours)
\u2611 Dark Souls

===[ \u06de Game time\/length ]===
\u2611 Really short ( 0 - 3 hours)
\u2610 Short ( 3 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours ( 8 - 12 hours)
\u2610 Long ( 12+ hours)
\u2610 Endless

===[ \u232c Story] ===
\u2610 It doesn't have
\u2610 Still better than Twilight
\u2610 Average
\u2611 Good
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\u2610 Fantastic

===[ \u00a7 Bugs ]===
\u2611 Game itself is one big BUG
\u2610 Bugs destroying the game
\u2610 Lot of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2610 Nothing

===[ \u266c Sound\/Music] ===
\u2611 Very bad
\u2610Bad
\u2610 Okay
\u2610 Great
\u2610 Fantastic

===[ \u2726 Others: ]===
Multiplayer: NO
Singleplayer: YES
Speedrunning: YES. i dont even know how to get to the actual modeling part. I thought I would be choosing a place to mine,
taking soil samples, choosing the dimensions of my quarry and directing machinery. Instead it's menu clicking and watching
numbers move. Not worth twenty bucks.. It was a real pleasure to play this game, thanks to handsome characters, relaxing music
and interesting stories. Although I enjoyed playing The Men of Yoshiwara: Kikuya a bit more and that's why it was so great
when sometimes I could meet those men here! It's such a pity that we have less heroes and stories in this game compared with
Kikuya, I'd like to play more!
Thanks a lot for such an enjoyable experience!!!
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